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Abstract:
Anthropogenic 129I on surface environment mainly originates from three sources, including nuclear weapon
tests, nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, nuclear accidents, with different pathway. This leads to 129I deposition
history recorded in sediment is not the same in different regions. Due to its long half-life and high conserva-
tive feature in the ocean 129I has been used as an effective environmental and oceanographic tracer. Due to
the same production ways and properties with the short-lived and high radiation hazard 131I, 129I also can
be applied to evaluate the radioactive influence of early nuclear activities [1,2,3].
With the rapidly increased numbers of nuclear power plants constructed along the China coast, the environ-
mental radioactive impact in East coastal area of China has raised high concern. The impact of other nuclear
activities such as the nuclear weapons tests Lop Nor, Fukushima accident and nuclear reprocessing plants are
also concerned. To elucidate these issues, we analyzed two sediment cores collected in East China Sea, cover-
ing the periods of 1959-2011 and 1960-2011, respectively, to obtain a temporal fallout of 129I in this region.
The results show that 127I concentrations range 5.0-42.5 μg/g, 129I concentrations 0.05-1.2×107 atoms/g, and
the 129I/127I ratios were 15.0-66.0×10-12. The 129I level are similar to that obtained in the similar latitudes
elsewhere. Significantly enhanced 129I level than pre-nuclear (1.5×10-12 for 129I/127I ratio and 0.043×107
atoms/L for 129I concentration) was observed in these two sediment cores, with similar peak values in the
layer corresponding to 1965-1967, 1970-1973, 1975-1977, 1980-1983. According to the peak time coincidence
with Lop Nor NWT, the source of 129I before 1980s was regarded from Lop Nor NWT, but less related to Semi-
palatinsk NWT.The transportation mechanism of radioactive substance from Lop Nor was simulated on basis
of the local general circulation of atmosphere and the transmission characteristics of radioactive materials
from NWT [4,5,6]. It shows that the radioactive material could reach ECS (East China Sea) through the direct
atmospheric dispersion. Meanwhile, the regional deposition of Lop Nor turned into soil in the Jinsha River
Valley area that is one of the most important branches of Yangtze River. And the 129I can be continuously
leached out by rain and entered to YDW (Yangtze River Diluted Water) in ECS within Yangtze River input [7].
Finally, 129I was further transferred to sediment by the biochemical processes [8]. The 129I signal in the sed-
iment core after 1980s was mainly from European nuclear fuel reprocessing plants at La Hague and Sellafield
by the direct atmospheric release and the re-emission of marine discharges in the highly contaminated seas
[9]. In comparison, the Fukushima nuclear accident had no detectable effect on the ECS until September 2011.
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